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drag in the total drag budget for aerodynamically smooth 
bodies (Joslin 1998), explains the vast interest in develop-
ing new technologies to reduce skin-friction drag.

The application of wall-suction systems has been 
known, since long, to stabilize boundary layers (see, e.g., 
Gad-el-Hak 2000). Laminar flow control aimed at drag 
reduction using suction through spanwise slots, and porous 
panels or discrete holes have been applied in the past (see, 
e.g., Pfenninger and Groth 1961; Reynolds and Saric 1986; 
MacManus and Eaton 2000; Roberts et al. 2001). Wall suc-
tion bring high momentum fluid, in the upper shear layer, 
towards the wall and creates a fuller mean velocity profile, 
i.e., a profile with lower shape factor, compared to a Bla-
sius boundary layer. Two-dimensional theoretical modal-
stability analysis predicts a progressively more stable 
boundary layer as the shape factor decreases. When consid-
ering steady boundary layer suction over a large area, the 
boundary layer will asymptote to the specific shape of an 
exponential profile with a shape factor of 2. This state is 
the so-called asymptotic suction state, and its mean veloc-
ity profile can readily be derived in an explicit-analytic 
form (see, e.g., Schlichting 1979). Once the asymptotic 
suction boundary layer (ASBL) is reached the shape fac-
tor of 2 will not be altered even if the suction velocity at 
the wall is increased. However, increased suction results in 
a thinner boundary layer with the implication of a higher 
skin-friction drag. The critical Reynolds number for the 
ASBL is Recr = 5.4 × 104 (see, e.g., Drazin and Reid 1981; 
Fransson and Alfredsson 2003) and in the asymptotic 
limit the suction coefficient (Cq) is equal to the inverse of 
the Reynolds number. This means that Cq = 1.85 × 10−5 
ensures that the boundary layer remains stable for all fre-
quencies at the lowest possible skin-friction drag, i.e., at 
the lowest suction rate. Worth mentioning in this context is 
that the entry length in reaching the asymptotic state is not 

Abstract Discrete suction is deployed in a flat plate 
boundary layer to create spanwise mean velocity gradients 
(SVG) with the goal of delaying the onset of laminar-to-
turbulent transition. It is shown that finite boundary layer 
suction through a set of holes in a spanwise oriented array 
in the flat plate is successful in setting up steady and robust 
streamwise streaks in the boundary layer. Today, the SVG 
method for transition control is known to attenuate the 
growth of Tollmien–Schlichting (TS) waves and delay the 
transition to turbulence. In this investigation, low-ampli-
tude forced TS waves are attenuated with the implication of 
extending the laminar flow by at least 120% for a discrete 
suction of 0.8% of the free-stream velocity. The control 
technique is also tested successfully for natural transition, 
with a resulting transition delay of 30%.

1 Introduction

The spanwise mean velocity gradient (SVG) method is 
proven to serve as a laminar flow control technique for 
attenuating the boundary layer disturbances and delaying 
the transition to turbulence in flat plate boundary layer. 
Extending the laminar boundary layer in the streamwise 
direction, by means of flow control, is of great interest 
(Green 2008), since the local skin-friction coefficient is typ-
ically an order of magnitude lower in laminar—compared 
to turbulent boundary layers for relevant Reynolds num-
bers. This, in addition to the principal role of skin-friction 
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considered. During the spatial development of the bound-
ary layer, towards the asymptotic state, the boundary layer 
is more vulnerable to external perturbations, and hence, a 
higher suction coefficient may be needed to actually keep 
the boundary layer laminar. In addition, it should be noted 
that the theoretical value is not meaningful when the free 
stream is subjected to free-stream turbulence. Fransson and 
Alfredsson (2003) and Yoshioka et al. (2004) report distur-
bance energy decay inside the boundary layer at Cq values 
of 2.9 × 10−3 and 4.0 × 10−3 for turbulence intensity values 
in the range of 1.4–1.6 and 2.0–2.3%, respectively. That is, 
two orders of magnitude larger suction rate are required to 
attenuate boundary layer disturbances with free-stream tur-
bulence compared to undisturbed free stream. Note that, to 
make comparisons with discrete suction holes (as used in 
the present study), one has to consider the volume flow rate 
over a downstream region, where laminar flow can be certi-
fied. Gregory (1961) reviewed various types of suction sur-
faces, among them suction through discrete perforations. A 
modern manufacturing process of such perforated surfaces 
is to use laser drilling through metal sheets. A porosity of 
0.5% is typically enough to make the flow, over the surface, 
experience a uniform suction (see, e.g., Trip and Fransson 
2014, where the laser drilled holes had an averaged diam-
eter of 60 μm). This gives a volume-suction coefficient of 
C∗
q
= Cq ⋅ (5 × 10−3) = 9.26 × 10−8 for later comparison.
The SVG method is based on the formation of stream-

wise elongated high- and low-speed regions in the bound-
ary layer which are often denoted streamwise streaks. The 
spanwise gradients that are generated in the mean flow 
in the presence of the high- and low-speed regions alter 
the evolution of Tollmien–Schlichting (TS) waves in the 
boundary layer. TS waves are two-dimensional (2D) sinu-
soidal disturbance waves which are the main source of 
boundary layer transition to turbulence in low background 
disturbance environments (Tollmien 1929; Schlichting 
1933; Schubauer and Skramstad 1947).

These waves are the most unstable eigenmodes to the 
linear stability problem (Squire 1933). The physical mech-
anism involved in the attenuation of TS waves in streaky 
boundary layers may be explained using the governing 
equations describing the physical processes of the flow. 
With an additional spanwise mean velocity gradient, due to 
the steady streaks, there will be an extra production term in 
the perturbation kinetic energy equation associated with the 
streamwise—spanwise covariance acting on the additional 
spanwise mean velocity gradient. This additional term 
together with the viscous dissipation counteracts the wall-
normal production term that is responsible for the ampli-
tude growth of TS waves in 2D boundary layers (Cossu and 
Brandt 2004).

The attenuation of low-amplitude TS wave disturbances 
due to the presence of spanwise mean velocity variations 

has been reported both experimentally (Kachanov and 
Tararykin 1987; Westin et  al. 1994; Boiko et  al. 1994; 
Fransson et al. 2005a; Sattarzadeh and Fransson 2015) and 
numerically (Cossu and Brandt 2002, 2004; Siconolfi et al. 
2015b). It is also reported in both experimental (Fransson 
et al. 2006; Shahinfar et al. 2012, 2013, 2014; Sattarzadeh 
et  al. 2014; Sattarzadeh and Fransson 2014; Downs and 
Fransson 2014) and numerical (Schlatter et al. 2010; Sico-
nolfi et al. 2015a) investigations that the attenuation effect 
can be extended to high-amplitude non-linear TS  waves 
which leads to delay of laminar-to-turbulence transition in 
streaky boundary layers.

The amplitude of the streamwise streaks determines how 
effective the TS waves are attenuated for a given spanwise 
wavelength. A crucial condition, however, for success-
fully being able to apply the SVG method experimentally 
is the stability of the generated streamwise streaks. The 
spanwise modulations in the boundary layer undergo alge-
braic disturbance growth, which is described by the lift-up 
mechanism (Landahl 1980). This growth is followed by an 
exponential decay due to the viscous effects in the bound-
ary layer (Luchini 1996, 2000). However, if the disturbance 
amplitude reaches a critical value, the streaks become sus-
ceptible to a secondary instability (Andersson et al. 1999) 
that forces them to break down to turbulence. Various tech-
niques have been used to experimentally generate steady 
streamwise streaks in the boundary layer. Tani and Komoda 
(1962) employed small wings located outside of the bound-
ary layer, and Kachanov and Tararykin (1987) applied 
spanwise periodic blowing and suction through wall slots. 
The employment of a spanwise periodic array of rough-
ness elements of different shapes has also been a successful 
method to generate stable streaks (Bakchinov et  al. 1995; 
White 2002; Fransson et al. 2004, 2005a, 2006; White et al. 
2005). A breakthrough for generating high-amplitude sta-
ble streaks in the boundary layer was the method proposed 
by Fransson and Talamelli (2012), where the conventional 
roughness elements were replaced by miniature vortex gen-
erators (MVGs).

Other means to generate spanwise modulations to trig-
ger the SVG method, without the presence of wall-mounted 
boundary-layer modulators, have also been tested success-
fully. Downs and Fransson (2014) created spanwise veloc-
ity gradients by directly shifting the wall location periodi-
cally in the spanwise direction using streamwise elongated 
humps. In this way, the no-slip boundary condition guaran-
tees the desired modulation, which led to transition delay. 
Free-stream vortices is another means that have been used 
successfully for transition delay (Siconolfi et  al. 2015b). 
These vortices penetrate the boundary layer further down-
stream and creates the modulation from the free stream. 
Artificially generated pair of oblique waves (POW) have 
also proven to be effective in attenuating the growth of TS 
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waves (Sattarzadeh and Fransson 2016). The POW inter-
acts non-linearly and can create steady and stable stream-
wise streaks under controlled conditions which leads to an 
extension of the laminar flow region of up to 230%.

Even though all the investigated methods were success-
ful in generating steady streaks in the boundary layer, most 
of them share a drawback regarding the employment of 
fixed physical devices that may in critical conditions accel-
erate the boundary layer transition to turbulence. In addi-
tion, there are applications, where protrusive devices are 
not suitable or not even allowed. Therefore, investigating 
new methods for generating streamwise streaks without 
the need of physical devices would be of interest, where 
the control can instantaneously be turn on and off (just as 
in the POW method). In the present study, we investigate 
the possibility of generating high-amplitude stable streaks 
by applying finite discrete suction in the boundary layer 
through a set of spanwise-oriented array of holes. A similar 
method has previously been used to investigate the stability 
of streamwise streaks in plane Poiseuille flow by Elofsson 
et al. (1999). While the flow physics of discrete boundary 
layer suction was studied intensively by  MacManus and 
Eaton (2000), here, the focus of the present investigation 
is on the stabilizing effect of the streaks generated by the 
discrete suction on TS waves in flat plate boundary layers 
in both linear and non-linear regimes (i.e., for both small 
and large TS-wave forcing amplitudes).

2  Experimental setup

The experiments were conducted in the Minimum-Turbu-
lence-Level (MTL) wind tunnel at KTH-Royal Institute 
of Technology. The MTL is a closed circuit wind tunnel, 
where the flow is provided by an axial fan powered by an 
85 kW DC electric motor. The test section is 7 m long with 
a cross section of 0.8 m in height and 1.2 m in width. The 
turbulence level of MTL is less than 0.025% in the stream-
wise direction at a nominal speed of 25  m  s−1. The high 
flow quality of the tunnel in terms of low background dis-
turbance level and high flow homogeneity provides suit-
able conditions for stability experiments (see Lindgren and 
Johansson 2002, for further details). The circulating air is 
maintained at constant temperature, with a tolerance of 
±0.05 ◦C for velocities above 6 m s−1, by means of a heat 
exchanger installed downstream of the fan.

The measurements were performed in a flat plate bound-
ary layer. A sketch of the flat plate mounted horizontally in 
the wind tunnel test section is shown in Fig. 1a, where the 
coordinate system (x,  y,  z) is introduced. The streamwise 
velocity component is denoted by U with the small letter 
corresponding to the disturbance velocity. The external 

pressure gradient along the plate was set by the adjustable 
ceiling in the test section.

Single-probe hot-wire anemometry measurements with 
temporal and spatial resolutions of 5  kHz and 0.6  mm, 
respectively, were carried out in cross-sectional yz planes 
(21 × 12 measurement points) in the boundary layer. Single 
hot-wire probes, employed for measuring the streamwise 
component of the velocity, were manufactured in-house 
with Wollaston Platinum wire with a diameter of 2.54 μm 
and length of 0.6  mm. A DANTEC Dynamics™ Stream-
Line 90N10 anemometer system was used, where the volt-
age signals were acquired by a National Instruments™ 
acquisition board (NI PCI-6259, 16-Bit). The calibration of 
the hot-wire probes was performed in-situ versus a Prandtl 
tube connected to a differential pressure manometer (Fur-
ness FC0510). A modified King’s law (Johansson and 
Alfredsson 1982) was used as the calibration function to 
improve measurements in low velocities close to the plate. 
The hot-wire probe was traversed by a computer-controlled 
traversing system with three degrees of freedom.

2.1  Reference Blasius boundary layer

The external pressure gradient along the flat plate was close 
to nullified for a free-stream velocity of U∞ = 6 m s−1, by 
adjusting the ceiling of the test section, to obtain a Blasius 
boundary layer over the flat plate. The streamwise distri-
bution of the pressure coefficient Cp = 1 − (Ue∕U∞)

2 is 
shown in Fig. 2a, where it is depicted that disregarding a 
minimal suction peak on the upper side of the plate close 
to the leading edge, the pressure coefficient variation lies 
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Fig. 1  a Schematic of the flat plate mounted horizontally in the 
wind tunnel test section. Locations of TS  wave generation slots are 
depicted in the figure as x1st

TS
 and x2nd

TS
. The downstream edges of the 

suction holes are located at xS. The cross-sectional measurement 
planes are also depicted. b Schematic of the suction plug from the top 
view. The inset shows a close view of two suction holes with the geo-
metrical parameters l = 10  mm and t = 1  mm. The spanwise wave-
length of the suction holes in the array is � = 12 mm
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within ±0.075 down to x = 3500  mm. The external pres-
sure gradient influences the evolution of the integral 
boundary layer parameters such as displacement thick-
ness, �1, momentum thickness, �2, and hence the shape 
factor H12 (=�1∕�2). For a self-similar boundary layer the 
displacement thickness and momentum thickness would 
exhibit a constant value in the streamwise direction when 
normalized by the boundary layer scale � (=

√
�x∕U∞). 

Here � is the kinematic viscosity. The spanwise averaged 
boundary layer parameters �z

1
 (displacement thickness), �z

2
 

(momentum thickness) and Hz

12
 (shape factor) for the refer-

ence boundary layer are shown in Fig. 2b, where the error 
bars represent the standard deviation of the values meas-
ured in three spanwise locations: z = [−48, 0, 48] mm. The 
theoretical Blasius boundary layer parameters H12 = 2.592,

�1∕� = 1.721 and �2∕� = 0.664 are displayed as solid lines. 
Dimensional values of �z

1
 and �z

2
 are shown in Fig. 2c with 

theoretical Blasius values adjusted for a virtual origin at 
x = 27 mm.

2.2  Generation of the streamwise streaks

The streamwise streaks were generated by means of span-
wise periodic finite suction through an array of 16 holes in 
a spanwise-oriented plug flush mounted in the flat plate. A 
schematic of the suction plug is depicted in Fig. 1b. A simi-
lar method has been previously used for investigating the 
stability of streamwise streaks in plane Poiseuille flow by 
Elofsson et al. (1999). The suction holes had the dimensions 
1 mm × 10 mm (width × length) and their downstream edge 
was located at xS = 242 mm. The spanwise wavelength of 
the suction holes in the array was � = 12 mm which ren-
ders �0 = 0.40 for U∞ = 6 m s−1. Here �0 is the non-dimen-
sional spanwise wavenumber defined as �0 = 2��0∕�, 
where �0 is the boundary layer scale at xS. The holes were 
connected to a low-pressure tank which in turn was con-
nected to the inlet of a centrifugal fan. The suction rates 
at the holes were adjusted by clamps mounted around the 
tubes and were individually regulated to give a purely sinu-
soidal spanwise profile for each case. Figure  3 shows the 
spanwise distribution of the normalized mean streamwise 
velocity at x − xS = 78  mm and wall-normal location of 
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maximum modulation, where � = z∕� and the origin of 
the spanwise coordinate � = 0 is located at the center of 
a suction hole. The total suction rate for each investigated 
case was measured at the outlet of the centrifugal fan by 
a R-2-15-C glass-float Sho-Rate purgemeter with a maxi-
mum range of 65.7 cm3 s−1 for air at 20 ◦C and atmospheric 
pressure. Three suction rates of v0∕U∞ = 0.8, 2.3, and 3.9% 
were investigated at U∞ = 6  m  s−1. Here v0 = |V0| with 
V0 < 0 being the suction velocity at each hole.

2.3  Generation of Tollmien–Schlichting waves

The artificially forced TS waves were introduced by means 
of blowing and suction through two sets of 36  tubes 
plugged into two spanwise-oriented disturbance slots in 
the flat plate at xdist.

1st
= 160  mm and xdist.

2nd
= 285  mm, as 

depicted in Fig.  1 (see Gaponenko and Kachanov 1994, 
where a similar slot was used). Two measurement config-
urations were investigated consisting of the TS wave gen-
eration upstream (C1) and downstream (C2) of the discrete 
suction plug. The disturbance slots were connected to a 
loudspeaker driven by sinusoidal voltage signals. The fre-
quency, phase, and amplitude of the signals were controlled 
by a computer. The artificially generated boundary layer 
disturbances hence rendered uniform sinusoidal waves in 
the spanwise direction. For the excited disturbances ,we 
use the non-dimensional frequency F = (2�f0�∕U

2
∞
) × 106 

throughout this paper, where f0 is the forcing frequency in 
Hz.

3  The spanwise modulated boundary layer

The discrete suction on the surface of the flat plate intro-
duces a spanwise periodic steady disturbance in the mean 

flow which undergoes a non-modal transient growth in 
the shear layer. The suction v0 applied at the location of 
each discrete hole pulls the boundary layer toward the 
wall which forms circulation regions and generates sets of 
counter-rotating streamwise vortices with common down 
flow at the spanwise location of the suction holes. The 
counter-rotating vortices modulate the boundary layer in 
the spanwise direction by pushing the high momentum flow 
toward the wall downstream of the suction holes and the 
low momentum flow away from the wall in the spanwise 
region between the suction holes. Consequently, stream-
wise elongated streaks of high and low speed are generated 
in the boundary layer with the same spanwise wavelength 
as the holes in the suction plug through the lift-up mecha-
nism. The spanwise modulated mean flow downstream 
of one suction hole is shown in Fig.  4 for three suction 
rates v0∕U∞ = 0.8, 2.3 and 3.9% at x − xS = 3  mm. Here, 
the wall-normal direction is normalized with the boundary 
layer scale as � = y∕�. It is shown that the initial modula-
tion of the mean flow, at a short distance downstream of 
the suction plug, is increased for higher suction rates due to 
higher induced circulation in the cross-sectional plane.

As a result of the streamwise streaks, the integral bound-
ary layer parameter values �1, �2, and H12 are altered in 
the spanwise modulated boundary layer compared to the 
ones for the reference Blasius boundary layer, as shown 
in Fig.  2b. Figure  5a–c displays �1, �2, and H12, respec-
tively, in the xz-plane for one spanwise wavelength down-
stream of one suction hole and for the highest suction rate 
v0∕U∞ = 3.9%. It is shown that the boundary layer modula-
tions are symmetric in the spanwise direction about � = 0. 
The spanwise averaged parameters �z

1
∕�, �z

2
∕�, and Hz

12
 are 

displayed in Fig. 5d, where the theoretical Blasius bound-
ary layer parameters are depicted by dashed dotted lines. 
Noteworthy is that in the presence of discrete and spanwise 
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distributed suction, the integral parameters deviate con-
siderably from the Blasius values as far downstream as 
x ≈ 750 mm whereafter the deviation diminishes.

As depicted in Fig. 5a–c the low-speed regions, i.e., those 
displayed by the white colour, are generated in the spanwise 
region between the suction holes (� = ±0.5) from the ini-
tial stage. This is in contrast with the streaky boundary lay-
ers generated by means of physical devices mounted on the 
flat plate, e.g., roughness elements and MVGs, where the 
low-speed regions are initially generated in the wake of these 
devices which render a complex modulation of the boundary 
layer with a wide range of spanwise modes in the near wakes. 
This is further illustrated in Fig.  6a, where the mean flow 
modulation with respect to the Blasius boundary layer (UB

) is displayed as U∗ = (U − UB)∕UB in the xz-plane down-
stream of four suction holes. Here, the mean flow is measured 
at the wall-normal location of maximum spanwise modula-
tion for each downstream location. The amplitude of the 

corresponding spanwise Fourier modes A(�i) is displayed in 
Fig. 6b where �i = �∕i with i = 1, 2, 3 is the spanwise wave-
length of the steady disturbances excited in the mean flow. 
The �0-mode represents the spanwise-invariant modulations 
compared to the reference Blasius boundary layer. It is shown 
that fundamental mode �1, with the same wavelength as the 
suction holes, has the highest amplitude and is the dominat-
ing mode with its first two harmonics �2 and �3 decaying 
rapidly.

To investigate the evolution of the streamwise streaks, an 
integral measure of the boundary layer modulation over the 
entire cross-sectional yz-plane is utilized, similar to Shahinfar 
et al. (2013), as

(1)Aint
ST
(x) = ∫
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Fig. 5  Boundary layer parameters for the high suction rate 
with v0∕U∞ = 3.9%. a–c display the contours of �1∕�,�2∕� and H12, 
respectively. The gray dashed lines mark the area corresponding to 
the value of theoretical Blasius boundary layer parameters and the 
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Here the truncation value for wall-normal integration is 
set to �∗ = 9, to capture most of the disturbance amplitude 
in a similar integral measure for the TS  waves (defined 
in the next section), where the amplitude is significant 
even outside the boundary layer. Recall that the boundary 
layer thickness of the reference Blasius boundary layer is 
at � ≈ 5. The streamwise evolution of the streak amplitude 
Aint
ST

 is shown in Fig. 7a for three suction rates v0∕U∞ = 0.8, 
2.3 and 3.9%. It is observed that the streaks initially 
undergo an algebraic amplitude growth and reach their 
maxima Aint, max

ST
 at some downstream location, whereafter 

the streak amplitude decays exponentially as a consequence 
of viscous dissipation. Higher Aint, max

ST
 are obtained for 

higher suction rates as shown in Fig.  7b. The streamwise 
location of the maximum streak amplitude is also pushed 
downstream by increasing the suction rate, since stronger 
streamwise vortices are generated which can modulate 
the mean flow further downstream prior to the location 
where the viscous effect sets in. The inset in Fig. 7a shows 
a magnified display of the streak amplitude evolution for 
v0∕U∞ = 2.3% with two extra points measured upstream of 
the suction array. It is observed that the applied suction also 

weakly modulates the mean flow field upstream of the suc-
tion plug.

4  Attenuation of linear Tollmien–Schlichting 
waves

In this section, we investigate the amplitude evolution of 
the linear TS waves in the streaky boundary layer generated 
by the discrete suction and compare it to the correspond-
ing amplitude evolution in the reference Blasius boundary 
layer. The linear regime of the TS waves is corresponding 
to low-amplitude disturbances. To avoid non-linearities the 
local maximum amplitude of the TS waves at the x location 
corresponding to branch II of the neutral stability curve is 
here set to 0.7% of U∞ for each investigated reference case. 
This criterion ensures that the non-linear effects, i.e., the 
harmonics of the forced TS  wave frequency, are not trig-
gered in the boundary layer.

The amplification curve of the TS  waves is altered in 
the streaky boundary layer compared to the reference 
2D boundary layer. Therefore, to investigate the disturbance 

Fig. 6  Boundary layer meas-
urements at the wall-normal 
location of maximum spanwise 
modulation for the medium suc-
tion rate with v0∕U∞ = 2.3%.

a Contour plot of mean flow 
modulation U∗ = (U − UB)∕UB 
in the xz-plane downstream of 
four suction holes. b Normal-
ized amplitudes of the spanwise 
Fourier modes of mean flow 
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Fig. 7  a Streamwise evolution of the streak amplitude Aint
ST

 for three 
suction rates v0∕U∞ = 0.8, 2.3 and 3.9%.Darker symbols correspond 
to higher suction rate. The vertical dashed-dotted line displays the 
location of the downstream edge of the suction holes in the array, 

i.e., xS = 242 mm. The inset shows a magnified display of the streak 
amplitude evolution for v0∕U∞ = 2.3% with two extra points meas-
ured upstream of the suction array. The dashed-dotted lines display 
the upstream and downstream edges of the suction holes. b Maximum 
streak amplitude Aint,max

ST
 versus the suction rate
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amplifications in the streaky boundary layer, an integral 
measure has to be applied to the local TS wave amplitude 
in the entire cross-sectional plane for one spanwise wave-
length of the suction holes in the array, �. Similar to pre-
vious investigations (e.g., Fransson et al. 2005a; Shahinfar 
et  al. 2013; Sattarzadeh and Fransson 2015), this integral 
measure is here defined as

where �∗ = 9, as described for Eq. (1). The TS waves have 
a uniform spanwise distribution in the 2D reference base 
flow, and hence, wall-normal integration over one profile 
is analogous to the integral measure in the cross-sectional 
plane.

The TS  wave amplification curves for the C1 configu-
ration, where the TS waves are generated upstream of the 
suction plug, are shown in Fig. 8a and b for F = 100 and 
F = 140, respectively, and three suction rates v0∕U∞ = 0.8, 
2.3 and 3.9%. The open symbols display the amplification 
curves for the reference Blasius boundary layer and the 
filled symbols display the streaky boundary layer cases. 
The darker symbols correspond to higher suction rates. It is 
shown that the amplification of the TS waves is attenuated 
in the streaky boundary layer for all the cases, since a lower 
TS wave amplitude is obtained at branch II compared to the 
reference Blasius boundary layer. Prior to this attenuation, 
however, an initial amplification response of the TS waves 
with F = 140 is observed for the two highest suction rates. 
The initial response is similar to the one observed for the 
miniature vortex generators (Shahinfar et al. 2013; Sattar-
zadeh and Fransson 2015), which as reported by Sattarza-
deh and Fransson (2014) and Siconolfi et al. (2015b) results 

(2)A
yz

TS
(x) = ∫

+1∕2

−1∕2 ∫
�∗

0

ATS(x, �, �)

U∞

d� d� ,

from the unstable modes generated in the low-speed region 
formed in the wake of the physical devices. Noteworthy is 
that the initial response is present even in the absence of 
any wake region of the physical devices.

The cross-sectional contour plots of the local TS  wave 
amplitude ATS at the downstream location of the maxi-
mum initial response for C1 configuration and F = 100 is 
shown in Fig. 9. For the lowest suction rate v0∕U∞ = 0.8%, 
with no initial response displayed in the integral measure 
A
yz

TS
 (see Fig. 8a), local TS wave amplification is observed 

at � = −1∕2 and 1/2, i.e., in the low-speed regions. Here, 
this amplification is nullified with the attenuated TS wave 
amplitude around the centre of the spanwise domain. How-
ever, for higher suction rates, where the initial response is 
observed, the TS waves are also amplified around the cen-
tre. This is corresponding to the formation of higher wall-
normal gradients in the mean flow at the high-speed region 
(Sattarzadeh and Fransson 2014).

For both TS wave reference cases displayed in Fig. 8, the 
stable region following the initial response is extended by 
increasing the suction rate as branch I in the streaky bound-
ary layer is moved further downstream (see the vertical 
dashed-dotted lines in the figure). On the other hand, the 
downstream location of branch II is not altered comparably 
in the presence of the streamwise streaks. Note that for the 
highest suction rate at F = 140 the unstable region between 
branch I and II of the reference case is entirely stabilized.

The TS wave amplification curves for the C2 configura-
tion, where the TS waves are generated downstream of the 
suction plug, are shown in Fig. 10a and b for F = 100 and 
F = 140, respectively, and the suction rate v0∕U∞ = 2.3%. 
For this configuration, no initial amplification of the 
TS  waves is observed in the streaky boundary layer, 
which is similar to the results reported by Fransson et  al. 
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Fig. 8  Effect of suction on the TS  wave amplification curve for 
three suction rates v0∕U∞ = 0.8, 2.3 and 3.9%. The suction is applied 
downstream of the TS  wave generation location. The amplification 
curve for the reference Blasius case is shown with open symbols 
and the filled symbols display the streaky boundary layer cases. The 
darker symbols correspond to higher suction rate. a and b correspond 

to F = 100 and F = 140, respectively. The vertical dashed lines dis-
play the branch I and branch II of the neutral stability curve for the 
reference case. The vertical dashed-dotted lines display the altered 
location of branch  I in the streaky boundary layers with colors cor-
responding to different suction rates
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(2005a), where the TS waves were generated downstream 
of a spanwise array of circular roughness elements. Simi-
lar to C1 configuration, branch  I is moved downstream in 
the streaky boundary layer, and the TS amplitude is attenu-
ated at branch II location compared to the reference Blasius 
boundary layer.

5  Transition delay

To test the laminar flow control the SVG method has to be 
applied to non-linear disturbances that force the boundary 
layer to breakdown to turbulence when the control is off. In 
this section, the stabilizing effect of the streaky boundary 
layer generated by discrete suction is investigated, where 
high-amplitude non-linear disturbances are generated in 
the boundary layer. The disturbances that are studied here 
consist of: (i) artificially forced single-frequency TS waves 

generated by means of blowing and suction through the dis-
turbance slots in the flat plate and (ii) natural TS waves that 
are manifested as a broad frequency band in the boundary 
layer at high free-stream velocity U∞ = 14.5 m s−1.

5.1  Artificially forced non‑linear Tollmien–Schlichting 
waves

For high initial forcing amplitudes of single-frequency 
TS  waves, the harmonics of the forcing frequency are 
excited through non-linear effects. The fundamental forcing 
frequency and its harmonics undergo exponential growth in 
the region between branch  I and branch  II of neutral sta-
bility curve. Consequently, the triggered non-linearities in 
the shear flow force the boundary layer to undergo a sharp 
secondary instability and breakdown to turbulence down-
stream of branch II. However, for considerably high initial 
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initial response, i.e., x = 306 mm. All values are normalized with U∞. 
The suction is applied downstream of the TS wave generation loca-
tion and F = 100
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the streaky boundary layers
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forcing amplitudes, the transition can even occur prior to 
the location of branch II.
To examine the robustness of the control mechanism, three 
levels of high initial forcing amplitude were investigated. 
The streamwise evolution of the disturbance energy in the 
reference Blasius boundary layer is shown in Fig.  11a. 
Here, the wall-normal integral of the normalized TS wave 
amplitude at branch  I location Ainty

TS,BI
∕U∞ is displayed on 

the vertical axis as a measure of the initial forcing ampli-
tude, and the measured cases are shown by horizontal 
dashed-dotted lines. The transition locations correspond-
ing to the intermittency value of � = 0.5 are plotted with 
(×)-symbols. The same procedure as outlined in Fransson 
et  al. (2005b) was used here to calculate � . The intermit-
tency is a statistical measure of the proportion of lami-
nar versus turbulent flow sweeping the hot-wire probe. 
Branches I and II of the neutral stability curve for the ref-
erence Blasius boundary layer are also plotted as vertical 
dashed and solid lines, respectively. It is shown that for 
the lowest initial forcing amplitude, the transition occurs 
downstream of branch II, whereas by increasing the forcing 
amplitude, it is moved upstream and for the higher initial 

forcing amplitudes transition even takes place upstream of 
branch II.

The disturbance energy evolution in the streaky-
boundary layer for C1 configuration and suction rates 
v0∕U∞ = 0.8, 2.3 and 3.9% is displayed in Fig.  11a–c, 
respectively. It is observed that in all the measured cases, 
the control has successfully delayed the transition to tur-
bulence. For the lowest suction rate v0∕U∞ = 0.8% (see 
Fig.  11b), transition still occurs within the downstream 
measured region, but it has moved further downstream 
compared to the uncontrolled cases for the two highest 
initial forcing amplitudes. Noteworthy is that the streaky 
boundary layer does not promote the transition to turbu-
lence in any of the investigated cases. For the lowest forced 
TS wave amplitude, discrete suction of v0∕U∞ = 0.8% 
leads to a delay in transition location of a least 120%. The 
transition delay measurements were also successfully tested 
for the C2 configuration at the suction rate v0∕U∞ = 2.3% 
(not shown here).

5.2  Natural transition

In the natural transition scenario, TS waves in a broad fre-
quency band are produced in the boundary layer which 
simultaneously undergo exponential energy growth in the 
unstable region between the corresponding branch  I and 
branch II on the neutral stability curve. The energy growth 
depends on the extent of the unstable region, which is a 
function of the frequency of the TS waves. For lower fre-
quencies, a higher growth rate, i.e., N factor, is obtained. 
This concept, or the so-called eN method (van Ingen 2008), 
is considered the basis for transition location estimations 
in boundary layer flows with low background disturbance 
level. Depending on the boundary layer parameters, the 
shear layer withstands a certain maximum growth rate 
prior to its breakdown to turbulence. The branch II location 
of the corresponding frequency range for this maximum 
growth rate would then predict the transition location. Now, 
it can be inducted that by decreasing the growth rate for the 
excited frequency band in the boundary layer, the maxi-
mum growth rate would correspond to a lower frequency 
range with a further downstream branch II location in the 
neutral stability curve. This would consequently lead to a 
delay in the transition location of the boundary layer.

Figure 12a displays the streamwise evolution of the dis-
turbance energy in the boundary layer for U∞ = 14.5 m s−1 
for the uncontrolled and controlled cases with the suc-
tion rates v0∕U∞ = 0  and  0.9%, respectively. The suc-
tion rate  v0∕U∞ = 0.9% generates a streaky boundary 
layer with  Aint,max

ST
= 19%. It is observed that the transi-

tion location corresponding to � = 0.5 is delayed by 30%, 
i.e., from Rex = 1.5 × 106 to Rex = 1.95 × 106 in the con-
trolled case. The corresponding normalized energy spectra 
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for the uncontrolled and controlled cases are displayed in 
Fig.  12b and c, respectively. Here, the unscaled neutral 
stability curve for the reference Blasius boundary layer 
is also displayed with the gray solid line in both (b) and 
(c). The corresponding transition location for each case 
as shown in (a) is marked by the vertical dashed lines in 
(b) and (c). In the energy spectra for the uncontrolled case 
(Fig.  12b), two dominant modes with f ≈ 38  and  80  Hz 
are excited in the boundary layer along with a broad fre-
quency band in the range 110Hz ≤ f ≤ 460 Hz. It can be 
observed that disturbances in this frequency range become 
unstable upstream of their corresponding branch  II loca-
tion shown with blue color. For higher frequencies than 
f ≈ 110Hz (marked by the horizontal dashed line), the dis-
turbance energy decays downstream of the branch II loca-
tion as the boundary layer withstands the corresponding 
growth rate. However, at f ≈ 110Hz the growth rate has 
reached its maximum and the boundary layer breaks down 
to turbulence. Note that f ≈ 110Hz corresponds to the fre-
quency, where the vertical dashed line (i.e., transition loca-
tion) intercepts the branch II of the neutral stability curve. 
In the energy spectra for the controlled case (Fig.  12c), 
the same frequency band is excited in the beginning of the 
measurement domain; however, the disturbances with the 
frequency higher than f ≈ 210Hz decay rapidly and do not 

grow in energy upstream to their branch  II location. For 
this case, the vertical dashed line (i.e., transition location) 
intercepts the branch  II of the neutral stability curve at a 
further downstream position, compared to the uncontrolled 
case, which corresponds to f ≈ 90Hz (shown by the hori-
zontal dashed line). This implies that the disturbance waves 
with f > 90Hz (including f ≈ 110Hz) are stabilized in 
the streaky boundary layer and become stable after their 
corresponding branch  II locations. As a result, the transi-
tion to turbulence is delayed by moving downstream of 
branch II for f ≈ 90Hz. Noteworthy is that in the stream-
wise domain, where the transition is delayed, the first har-
monic of the attenuated frequency range is excited. The 
dominant modes with f ≈ 38 and 80 Hz are also excited in 
the controlled case together with a lower frequency mode 
at f ≈ 13 Hz which, however, is damped prior to the tran-
sition location. This low-frequency mode is likely to be 
associated with the wind-tunnel facility and has negligible 
effect on the boundary layer transition scenario.

6  Conclusions

In the present investigation, the streaky boundary layers, 
generated by finite suction through discrete holes aligned 

Fig. 12  a Disturbance energy 
evolution for U∞ = 14.5 m s−1 
and measured at y∕�1 = 0.5 
and � = 0. (Open circle)- and 
(open square)-symbols cor-
respond to the suction rates 
v0∕U∞ = 0 and 0.9%, respec-
tively. The colorbar applied to 
the symbols correspond to the 
intermittency (�) of the velocity 
signals. Vertical dashed and 
dashed-dotted lines display 
the transition location cor-
responding to intermittency 
� = 0.5 for the uncontrolled and 
controlled cases, respectively. 
b and c show the correspond-
ing normalized energy spectra 
(e∗

f
) evolution for the suction 

rates v0∕U∞ = 0 and 0.9%, 
respectively. The gray solid line 
displays the neutral stability 
curve for the reference bound-
ary layer
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in a spanwise-oriented array on a flat plate, have been stud-
ied. Steady and robust high-amplitude streaks of high- and 
low-speed regions were generated in the flat plate bound-
ary layer through this technique which can be utilized in 
the spanwise mean velocity gradient method for laminar 
flow control. The spanwise modulations in the mean flow 
increases with suction rate due to higher induced circula-
tion in the cross-sectional plane. The induced circulation 
also modulates the boundary layer upstream of the suc-
tion array. In the streaky boundary layer, the fundamental 
steady spanwise mode �1, corresponding to the spanwise 
wavelength of the suction holes in the array, has the highest 
amplitude and is the dominant mode as the boundary layer 
evolves downstream.

To test the laminar flow control technique, two measure-
ment configurations were investigated, where artificially 
forced TS  waves were generated upstream and down-
stream of the suction array. Despite the fact that no physical 
devices, i.e., roughness elements or miniature vortex gener-
ators, were utilized to generate the streaks, an initial growth 
of the TS waves was observed for the configuration, where 
the TS waves were generated upstream of the suction array. 
The initial growth increases for streaky boundary layers 
with higher maximum streak amplitudes, which is similar 
to the results reported for the miniature vortex generators. 
This initial growth was eliminated when the TS waves were 
generated downstream of the suction array.

In spite of the initial growth, the TS wave amplification 
is attenuated in the presence of the streaks which leads to 
a delay of transition to turbulence for high-amplitude non-
linear TS waves. Noteworthy is that the streaky boundary 
layer generated by discrete suction does not promote the 
transition to turbulence in any of the investigated cases. 
The laminar flow control was also tested successfully for 
natural transition scenario at high free-stream velocity. It 
was shown that the growth rate of the broad frequency band 
of TS waves generated in the uncontrolled case is attenu-
ated in the streaky boundary layer case which leads to tran-
sition to turbulence delay.

So far, we have not made any effort in really quanti-
fying how much suction we have used in our LFC tech-
nique, using the SVG method, with respect to any other 
known successful suction-control method. Hence, as a 
final remark, we feel obliged to relate the present vol-
ume-suction coefficient to the ASBL one from the intro-
duction, which was obtained using the critical Reyn-
olds number, namely C∗

q
= 9.26 × 10−8. This theoretical 

volume-suction coefficient does not allow any modal 
disturbance growth, and this, for a minimum skin-fric-
tion coefficient (cf). Now, if we want to calculate a cor-
responding volume-suction coefficient for the present 

discrete suction case, we need the open over total area 
ratio. Here, we calculate the open area by adding the 
present 16 discrete suction hole areas. The total area, 
(� × 16) × L, is obtained by considering the spanwise dis-
tance of the 16 holes times a laminar downstream extent 
(L) of at least 3500 mm. With a suction rate of 2.3%, one 
obtains C∗

q
= (2.30 × 10−2) ⋅ (2.38 × 10−4) = 5.48 × 10−6. 

At this point, the volume-suction coefficient is two orders 
of magnitude larger than what would be required to keep 
the flow laminar applying uniform suction and does not 
sound very attractive. However, one has to point out that 
the ASBL C∗

q
 value is nothing else than a theoretical limi-

tation, and is unrealistic for most real experiments or flow 
applications (which is hardly ever mentioned). The entry 
length to reach the ASBL state can easily be estimated 
to over 29,000  m for a free-stream velocity of 6  m  s−1 
(as used here) (see Fig.  3 in Fransson and Alfredsson 
2003). Looking at realistic values that would be appli-
cable on, for instance, a commercial airliner, such as 
U∞ = 210 m s−1 and Re = 750, the entry length would be 
reduced to 0.16 m. On the other hand, the suction veloc-
ity would be 0.28 m s−1 and the cf value would increase 
by a factor of 72 compared to the critical condition of 
the ASBL. The volume-suction coefficient then becomes 
C∗
q
= 6.67 × 10−6 and hence is comparable with the pre-

sent volume-suction coefficient. On the other hand, after 
the entry length of 0.16 m with a uniform suction veloc-
ity of 0.28  m  s−1 and at the speed of a commercial air-
liner, cf stays just below the expected value for a turbu-
lent boundary layer, i.e., an order of magnitude larger 
compared to the stabilized boundary layer using the SVG 
method. Given this picture, we can draw the following 
conclusion about the present volume-suction coefficient; 
Applying suction through discrete holes to make use of 
the SVG method is probably a far better control approach 
than any other parameter choice using uniform suction, 
since the skin-friction coefficient is typically an order of 
magnitude smaller. Finally, as often pointed out, another 
advantage of relatively large discrete suction holes is that 
they are more easily cleaned as compared to porous mate-
rials or laser drilled surfaces, which may encounter prob-
lems with clogging in real flow applications.
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